Abstract. In [15] Zeeman introduced the process of twist-spinning an «-knot to obtain an (n + l)-knot, and proved the remarkable theorem that a twist-spun knot is fibred. In [2] Fox described another deformation which can be applied during the spinning process, and which he called rolling. We show that, provided one combines the rolling with a twist, the resulting knot is again fibred. In fact, this result holds for a larger class of deformations, defined below. 0. Introduction. The process of spinning may be described as follows. Suppose we have a knotted arc in half 3-space R + , with its endpoints in R2 =9/?+. Rotating R+ about R2 generates R4, and the arc sweeps out a knotted 2-sphere. Now suppose that during the spinning process we move the arc in R+ (keeping its endpoints fixed); provided it is returned to its original position at the end of the spinning, we again obtain a 2-sphere in R 4. We call this process deform-spinning; a precise definition (in any dimension) is given in § 1 (where for convenience we work with the one-point compactification B3 of R+). The first example of deform-spinning was given by Zeeman [15]; this was the operation of twisting the knot about its axis. Subsequently, Fox [2] described another variation on spinning, called roll-spinning, and showed that this differs from twist-spinning. (Specifically, he showed that the roll-spun figure eight knot cannot be obtained by twist-spinning the figure eight.) Now, the main result of [15] is the striking theorem that any twist-spun knot is fibred. It is natural to ask whether this can be extended to rolling, or some combination of rolling and twisting. First we need a definition of rolling; in [2] Fox only gives a picture of rolling a figure eight knot, and remarks that the operation resembles "rolling a stocking". Our first observation is that in Fox's pictures points of the arc move from the right of the knot to the left. This suggests that, instead of rolling the knot down the string, we should pull the string through the knot. In other words, we should consider an isotopy of space which moves a base-point once around the knot, and is fixed away from the knot. Unfortunately, this only makes sense for a knotted circle, and we do not get a motion of the corresponding knotted arc,
0. Introduction. The process of spinning may be described as follows. Suppose we have a knotted arc in half 3-space R + , with its endpoints in R2 =9/?+. Rotating R+ about R2 generates R4, and the arc sweeps out a knotted 2-sphere. Now suppose that during the spinning process we move the arc in R+ (keeping its endpoints fixed); provided it is returned to its original position at the end of the spinning, we again obtain a 2-sphere in R 4. We call this process deform-spinning; a precise definition (in any dimension) is given in § 1 (where for convenience we work with the one-point compactification B3 of R+). The first example of deform-spinning was given by Zeeman [15] ; this was the operation of twisting the knot about its axis. Subsequently, Fox [2] described another variation on spinning, called roll-spinning, and showed that this differs from twist-spinning. (Specifically, he showed that the roll-spun figure eight knot cannot be obtained by twist-spinning the figure eight.) Now, the main result of [15] is the striking theorem that any twist-spun knot is fibred. It is natural to ask whether this can be extended to rolling, or some combination of rolling and twisting. First we need a definition of rolling; in [2] Fox only gives a picture of rolling a figure eight knot, and remarks that the operation resembles "rolling a stocking". Our first observation is that in Fox's pictures points of the arc move from the right of the knot to the left. This suggests that, instead of rolling the knot down the string, we should pull the string through the knot. In other words, we should consider an isotopy of space which moves a base-point once around the knot, and is fixed away from the knot. Unfortunately, this only makes sense for a knotted circle, and we do not get a motion of the corresponding knotted arc, since no point of the knot is fixed throughout. However, we can still use this idea once we observe that in order to define deform-spinning it is enough to know the end result of the motion. This observation is formalised in the discussion preceding Lemma 1.2, and allows us to give an alternative definition of deform-spinning. In §2 we give examples using this definition; in particular, we define rolling in Example 2.2. The above discussion should justify this nomenclature; we have not attempted to give a precise definition in terms of a motion of an arc. We remark that in Fox's example the motion induces conjugation by a longitude on the group; this is enough to show that our roll-spun figure eight is the same as his (see §6).
Having arrived at a suitable definition of rolling, we show that an /-roll, /«-twist spun knot is fibred for m =f= 0; in fact this is true when rolling is replaced by any of a fairly large class of deformations. The proof occupies §4. In §5 we investigate the fibre, and in §6 we relate the deformations of a classical knot to the automorphisms of its group. In §7 we show that (in contrast to twist-spinning simpliciter) the bundle group need not be finite; as a consequence we obtain examples of fibred knots provided by our theorem which cannot be obtained by twist-spinning any knot whatsoever.
Notation. We work in the PL category. All manifolds will be oriented, and all maps between manifolds orientation-preserving. D", B" will both be used to denote an_«-ball, and S" an «-sphere. The quotient map R1 -» Sl will be written 9 -> 9, where 9 = rf iff 9 -y E Z. Note that the map Sl X Sl->SU, 9 X 9 ->0 + <p is PL.
An n-knot will mean a locally flat pair (S"+2, K) with K s S"; we will usually refer to "the knot K". A ball pair is a locally flat pair (Bn+2, ß) with ß = B" and dß = ß n dB"+2. Again, we will refer to "the knotted ball ß".
If .Y is a space and g: X -» X a homeomorphism, we write X Xg S ' for the space X XR/(xX9 = g(x) X (9 + 1): x G X, 9 E R) which we identify with X X 1/ (x X 0 = g(x) XhxEX).
(I is the unit interval [0, 1] c R.) We denote the equivalence class of x X 0 by x Xg9orx X, 9. If G is a group and h: G -> G an automorphism, we denote by G Xh Z<i) that extension of G by the infinite cyclic group generated by t in which conjugation by t induces h on G. Then »ï(jrx,5,)-»1(r)x as.
1. Deform-spinning. Let (Bn+2, ß) be a ball pair. The spin of (Bn+2, ß) is the sphere pair
The notion of deforming the knotted ball ß during the spinning process may be expressed as follows. Let fg: i?""1"2-» 5n+2 (0 E/) be an isotopy rel dBn+2 (i.e. f9\dBn+1 = id for all 9) such that/,(/?) = ß; Goldsmith [5] calls / a motion of (Bn+2, ß). The deform-spun knot corresponding to / is then the sphere pair d(B"+2,ß) X B2 uJb"+2 XdB2, U \fe(ß) X 9]\ 00
Whilst this definition corresponds admirably to the intuitive idea of "deforming a knot while it spins", it has the disadvantage that interesting motions may be difficult to describe precisely (cf. Fox [2] ). The following reformulation mitigates this problem.
The homeomorphism g = /"': 5"+2 X I ^> Bn + 2 XI induces a homeomorphism g:Bn+2XdB2-+Bn+2 Xg¡dB2, with g\dBn+2 XdB2 = id. Now g sends UesAfe(ß) X 9] to U0s/[ß * #1 = ß xg||952, so extending g by the identity we get a homeomorphism from the pair of (1.1) to the pair d{B" + 2,ß) X B2Ue(B"+2,ß) XgtdB2.
So, for any homeomorphism g: (Bn+2, ß)^>(Bn+2, ß) with g\dB"+2 = id, set
Then we have (1.2) Lemma. P(g) is a locally flat sphere pair, depending (up to homeomorphism) only on the pseudoisotopy class of g (rel dB "+2).
Proof. By the Alexander trick, there is an isotopy F: Bn+2 X I -> Bn+2 X I with F\dBn+2 X I = id and F{~1 = g. As above, this gives a homeomorphism dBn + 2 X B2 UdB" + 2 XdB2^dBn + 2 X B2 UdBn+2 Xg dB2. But dBn+2 X B2 u Bn+2 XdB2 =d(Bn+2 X B2), an (n + 3)-sphere. Similarly dß X B2 u ß xgfîB2 is an (n + l)-sphere. Local flatness of P(g) follows from that of (B"+2, ß). which extends by the identity to P(g) = P(h). □ Write H(Bn+2, ß) for the group of self-homeomorphisms g of (Bn+2, ß) with g\dBn+2 = id, and %(Bn+2, ß) for H(Bn+2, ß) modulo pseudo-isotopy rel dBn+2. We call elements of ^(Bn+2, ß) deformations of (5"+2, ß). For Y E 0D(5n+2, ß) we write y(ß) = (S"1*3, y(j8)) for P(g), where g is any representative of y, and call the knot y(ß) the y-spin of ß.
Remarks. (1) The reason for choosing pseudo-isotopy is that it is the strongest congruence relation on H(B"+2, ß) through which deform-spinning obviously factors. Using isotopy instead would not affect the considerations of this paper. In case n = 1, the two relations are the same anyway (see §6).
(2) If y and y' are conjugate in ^(B^2, ß) then y(ß) a y'(ß). Now let (Sn+2, K) be a knot, and fix a point * on K. Define Hs(Sn+2, K) to be the group of those homeomorphisms g: (Sn+2, ÄT)->(Sn+2, K) such that g = id on some neighbourhood of * (depending on g). For g, h E Hs(Sn+2, K) define g ~ h iff g is pseudo-isotopic to h (as maps of pairs) rel some neighbourhood of * . This is a congruence; let ^(S"1"1"2, K) -Hs(Sn+2, K)/~. (Cf. The "stable homeotopy group" of Giffen [3] .) Now suppose that A,"4"2 is a ball neighbourhood of * such that (B"+2, B?+2 n K) is unknotted and let (B"+2, ß) be the complementary ball pair. There is an evident homomorphism <p: 6D(5"+2,/?)^6D(Sn+2,Ä") (extend by the identity). It is not difficult to see that <p is an isomorphism, and that for y E 6D(5n+2, K), <p~\y)(ß) is independent of the choice of B?+2.
[Proof. If (*B"+2, *ß) is another pair as above, with B"+2 c int(*5"+2), let \P: ^{Bn+2, ß) -* 6D(*5"+2, */?) be the obvious homomorphism. The ep's and i/<'s display 6D(5"+2, Ä") as a direct limit. But there is a homeomorphism A:
. Hence ^ is an isomorphism and ¡p(y)(*ß) = y(j8).] We write yK = (5n+3, yK) for <P"'(y)(i8),the y-spin of K.
Remark. (3) The choice of base-point is immaterial, for suppose * , and * 2 are points of K giving groups ÖD,(5"'+2, K) and %(Sn+2, K). Choose a suitable ball neighbourhood B"+2 of * , u * 2> with complementary pair (Bn+2, ß). We get an isomorphism License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
such that (çwf'XrX-K) = 1&-2. Some deformations. (2.1) Example. Twist-spinning. Let (S"*2, K) be a knot. Take a tubular neighbourhood K X D2 of K with exterior X = cl(Sn+2 -(K X D2)). (That is, we take an embedding /': K X D2 -> S"+2 extending the projection K X {0} -» K. When no confusion can arise, we identify K X D2 with its image under i, and refer to this image as the tubular neighbourhood. In case n = 1, we always assume K X x null-homologous in X for x E 3D2.) Let dX X I be a collar of dX = K XdD2 in X (with dX identified with dX X {0}; this convention will always apply to collars). Define t: (Sn+2, K) -> (Sn+2, K) by t(x x 9 x<p) = x X (0~+~<p) x <p, x X 9 x<p E K xdD2 X I, t(y)=y, yëdxxi.
Let t be the class of t in ^(S"1"1"2, #). The rm-spin of K is called the m-twist-spin of AT. Remarks.
(1) By Remark 3 of §1, t is independent of the choice of base-point. Suppose t' is defined similarly to t, but using a different tube and collar. By uniqueness of neighbourhoods and collars (see, for instance, Wall [13] (for neighbourhoods) and Zeeman [14, Chapter 5, Theorem 13] (for collars)) there is a homeomorphism g: Sn+2 -> Sn+2 with g\K = id, gt = t'g. By altering g close to the base-point, g represents an element of 6D(S"I+2, K), and still gt = t'g. Hence t is well defined up to conjugacy and, by Remark 2 of §1, Tm(K) is well defined. A similar remark will apply to all our other examples.
(2) Retracing the path from motions to deformations followed in §1, one may convince oneself that this definition corresponds to the intuitive idea of twist-spinning introduced by Zeeman in [15] . The proof of Theorem 2.4 will clarify the connection with Zeeman's formal definition.
(3) Note that t is the identity on a neighbourhood of K. The following argument, due to Professor R. D. Edwards, shows that every element of 6i)(S"+2, K) has a representative of this kind. It suffices to prove this for a ball pair (Bn+2, ß), so let g: (Bn+2, ß)^>(Bn+2, ß) be a homeomorphism with g|95"+2 = id. Let N be a regular neighbourhood of ß, with N n dBn+2 a regular neighbourhood of dß in dBn+1. Let W be another such, with N c mX(N'). Then (g(N'), N' ndBn+2) is a regular neighbourhood of (ß, dß) in (B"+2, dBn+2), so by the theory of relative regular neighbourhoods (Cohen [1, Proposition 7.1(a), Proposition 7.10(a) and Theorem 3.1]) g is isotopic rel (dBn+2 u ß) to g, with g,(JV') = N'. Now define g2: (Bn+2, ß) -( B"+2,ß)by ig, on cl(5"+2 -N') u dBn+2,
[ id on N, and on N' -int(N) s S1 x Bn + l extend the already defined homeomorphism on the boundary arbitrarily. That this is possible follows from the concordance classification of PL homeomorphisms of S1 x S" (Kato [8] for n > 3; Gluck [4] for n = 2; and for n = 1 use the fact that g, must preserve a longitude of ß, and therefore a meridian of S ' X fi2). By the Alexander trick, the restrictions of g, and g2 to (N', ß) are isotopic reí 9/V; hence g, and g2 are isotopic rel dBn+2, and so represent the same element of 6^{B"+2, ß). Thus g2 is the required representative.
It also follows that such a representative is unique up to pseudo-isotopy rel W. For suppose we have g0, g,: (B"+2, ß)->(5"+2, ß), g¡\dBn+2 = id, g¡\N = id and g0 pseudo-isotopic to gt rel 9fin+2. We may assume each g, = id on the larger neighbourhood N'. Let G be the pseudo-isotopy; i.e.
G|9fin+2 X / = id, G\Bn+2 X {0} -g0, G\Bn+2X {1} =g,.
Then the above argument shows that G is isotopic rel 9 (Bn+2 x I) to G' with G'lW X / = id; G' is a pseudo-isotopy from g0 to g, rel(9S"+2 u #). (2) There is a map p: X ->9Z)2 such that on dX = K X dD2, p restricts to projection on the second factor, and such that pr = p. This fact allows the extension of Zeeman's theorem to roll-twist-spun knots, and so to other deformations with this property. This motivates the following definitions.
(2.3) Definitions. Let (S"+2, K) be a knot. A projection for K is a pair (p, K X D2) where K X D2 is a tubular neighbourhood of K with exterior X, and p is a map X-*dD2 extending the projection K X9£>2-»9Z)2. A homeomorphism g: (5n+2, K) -+ (Sn+2, K) is compatible with (p, K X D2) if (i)g|A: X Z)2 = id, and (iï)po(g\X)=p.
A deformation y E 6Ù(S"+2, K) is untwisted if there is a projection (p, K X D 2) and a compatible representative of y.
We can now state our main theorem.
(2.4) Theorem. Let (Sn+2, K) be a knot, and ¡et y E 6D(5n+2, K) be untwisted. For each nonzero integer m the (m-twist)-y-spin of K is fibred; i.e.
S"+3 -t^K is a fibre bundle over Sl.
The proof will be given in §4; first we give more examples of deformations. (2.5) Example. Generalised rolling. Rolling can be extended to «-knots (S"+2, K) as follows. Take a tubular neighbourhood K X D2 of K with exterior X, and a collar 9* X / of dX in X. Let H: K X I -+ K X I be an isotopy with H0 = Hl= id. Define rH: (5""+2, K) -* (Sn+2, K) by rH{x X 9 X<p) = Hv(x) X 9 X<p, x X 9 X<p E K XdD2 X I, rH{y)=y> yzdxxi.
The corresponding deformation pH is untwisted as there is a projection (p, K X D2) such thatp(y X tp) = p(y) îoty E 9^, <p B I, and henceprH = P- If y E ^ (S"+2, K), we can define a deformation py of PK as follows. Let g be a representative of y with g\B"+2 = id. Define a representative pg of py by pg(x X y) = x X y, x EdBn+2,y E Bp+l, pg(x X y) = g(x) X y, x E Bn+2,y <EdBp + l.
If y is untwisted, so is py. Note that the group it(pK) of the /»-spin of K is equal to the group of ir(K) of K, and (pg\ = gt. (The group 7r(AT) is tri(Sn+2 -K).) Hence
Example. Symmetry-spinning. Suppose the knot (S3, K) has a symmetry g of order n ^ 0; that is, g is a homeomorphism (S3, AT) -» (53, K) of period n with fixed-point set an unknotted circle J disjoint from K. Since g moves all points of K, it does not represent a deformation. We remedy this by dragging K back to its starting position. _Formally, we have S3/g = S3; let a: S3 -» S3 be the quotient map. Let K =jx(K), J = a(J)-K and J are circles in S3, with J unknotted. Also Lk(Ä", J) = Lk(AT, J) =_j, say, is coprime to n. Let (p, K x D2) be a projection for/C, with K X D2 disjoint from/. Now a~\K X D2) is the «-fold cyclic cover of K X D2; it is therefore a tubular neighbourhood AT X D 2 of ZT with a(JcXc)=ñxXc (x EK,v E D2).
It follows that gy|A" X D2, being the canonical covering transformation of K X D2 -> K X D2, is given by 3c Xvh>(x + 1/«) X t>.
Hence, picking an integer k such thaty'A: = 1 (mod n), Remark. This example may also be considered as a generalisation of rolling by taking n = 1, g = id and J any unknot disjoint from K. Then°s .k =Pk-3. Bundles over Sl. In preparation for the proof of Theorem 2.4 we collect here some facts about bundles over Sl. In dealing with such bundles we neglect the structure group. Thus a bundle over S ' with fibre F is for us a map q: X -+ Sl which is locally trivial with fibre F, and an equivalence of two such is a homeomorphism h: X{ -» X2 of total spaces making xi-!±x2 \/ s1 commute.
To any homeomorphism g: F -» F there is associated a bundle over S with fibre F; it has total space F xg S1 and projection q:fx9^9 (fEF,9ER).
Conversely, any bundle Z-> 51 with fibre F is equivalent to some F xg Sl -»S1, and then g is called a characteristic map for X^>Sl. The bundles associated to homeomorphisms g, and g2 are equivalent iff g, is isotopic to a conjugate of g2 (lift an equivalence to the infinite cyclic cover F X R). Thus, denoting by %(F) the homeotopy group of F, the order of a characteristic map in %(F) is an invariant of the equivalence class of a bundle. We call this the order of the bundle. Notice that if the bundle may be endowed with structure group Z", the order must divide n.
If m E Z, we can define an action of R on X = F Xg S ' by t-(fx9)=fx(9 + mt) (t E R,/ X 9 E X).
This satisfies ?(r • x) = ?(x) + mt (tER,xEX). (3.1)
We prove a converse to this. 
and so x is independent of the choice of q'. But we may cover Sl by sets U such that q' can be taken PL on q~\U); hence x is PL on X. Then <p and x are mutually inverse, and W(/ X«)= q(f) + 9 = 9 (fEF,9E R), so <p is a bundle equivalence. □ 4. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Recall that we are given a knot (S"+2, K) and an untwisted deformation y e fy(Sn+2, AT). We have to prove that t^K is fibred for m^O.
Let (p, K X D2) be a projection for K, and g a compatible representative for y. Let X = c\(Sn+2 -(K X D2)) be the exterior of K, and take a collar dX X I of 93V in X. Let í be the representative of r defined using dX X I as in Example 2.1.
Take an «-ball neighbourhood A_ of the base-point in K, and set B_ = K_ X D2. Then (B_, K_) is a standard ball pair, so we can construct T"yK using the complementary ball pair (B + , K+). Thus Note that dB+ =dB_ =9A+ XD2\J K_ XdD2 (see Figure 1) . A tubular neighbourhood of t^K is dK+ X D2 X B2 u AT+ X Z)2 X 9fi2 and so TmYA: has exterior X' = K_ XdD2X B2\J X X(t"g)dB2. We shall fibre X'. Now let F: dX X I -+dX X I be the isotopy x X 9 X<p\->x X (9 + mq>) X <p, x X Ö EÍ X9Z)2, <p E /.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where a is the restriction of H to A_ X 9£>2 X 952, and is thus given by the formula x X 9 Xyt-^x X (9 + m<p) X y. In case g = id, note the resemblance of (4.1) and (4.2) to Zeeman's definition of twist-spinning; the argument above can be used to show that the two definitions agree. From here on we follow closely Zeeman's proof.
Let us set Y = X xg dB2. First we define a map q: Y -»9£>2 by q(y X y) = p(y) -m<p , y E X, y E R. This is well defined aspg = p on X. Secondly, we define an action of R on Y:
t ■ (y X y) = y X (y -t), í E R,y E X, y E R. i.e. it is projection on the 9£>2 factor. Hence q extends to a fibre bundle q: X' -*dD2. Moreover, it is straightforward to check that on 93V' ai t^K XdD2, q is projection on the 9Z)2 factor. Hence the fibration extends nicely over rmyK X (D2 -0) » r^K X dD2 X [0, 1), and the theorem is proved. 5. The fibre. In this section we describe the fibre of t^A" in more recognisable terms than those of the remark of §4 when y is one of the deformations defined in Examples 2.2, 2.5 and 2.7. One may easily show, using Remark 3 of 2.1, that rmYA^ = -T~my~xK, so we need only consider m > 0.
(5.1) Proposition. Let (Sn+2, K) be an n-knot, and H: K x I -> K x I an isotopy with H0 = _Hl = id. Let G: K XdD2 -> K XdD2 be the homeomorphism rXÍ-> H9(x) X 9. Let N"+2 be the manifold obtained from the m-fold cyclic branched cover of K by removing a tubular neighbourhood of the lift of K and sewing it back using G. Then the fibre ofrmpHK is a punctured N, and its closure is a bounded punctured N with boundary the knot TmpHK.
Moreover, off a neighbourhood of the lift of K the characteristic homeomorphism is equal to the canonical covering homeomorphism. (pH is defined in Example 2.5.)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. We will use the notations of (2.5) and of §4. By the remark of §4 it suffices to identify N with M-KX B2vß{y X (pE3V X(f//) 5l\p(y) = 7ky}. Now the m-fold cover of X may be obtained by pulling back the «i-fold cover (S1 -> S1; y -> my) along/»; thus it is X = [y X y EX X ^/»(.y) = ~miy~).
The w-fold branched cover of K is then K X B2 uß< X, where ß' is the homeomorphism f K X dB2^>{y X y EdX X Sl\p(y) = »up }, Then ^, = r^1, so ^ induces a homeomorphism 3V X(r/i) S1->3V X S1. Moreover, p^f^ = p for all \p E I, so this restricts to a homeomorphism O: {>>X<p£3r X^S'I/»^^^}^. For x X 9 E AT X dB2, $/3(x X 0 ) = 0>((x X mö X 0) X 9) = (H9(x) X~m~9xO)x 9 = ß'G(x X 9).
Hence the fibre is as claimed. Also the characteristic homeomorphism is equal to the covering transformation on the lift of X -(dX X I), fj Proof. By S3(K, m/l) we mean the manifold obtained from S3 by removing a tubular neighbourhood K X D2 of K and sewing it back by means of a homeomorphism K X dD2 ^> K X dD2 which takes a meridian to (a • meridian) + (b • longitude); here a and b are coprime integers with a/b = m/l. This notation for Dehn surgery is taken from Rolfsen [10, Chapter 9].
In [6], Goldsmith shows how to commute the operations of surgery and taking a branched cover. Using this, the result is immediate from (5.1). (Note: Goldsmith considers only surgery on a link disjoint from the branch set. Her proof goes through unchanged without this hypothesis.)
Note that we use the term "branched cyclic cover" rather loosely, in that the projection is not required to be 1-1 over the branch set; it will be 1-1 iff m divides /. Also if m and / are coprime the branching index is 1 ; i.e. we have an unbranched cover. □
In case m = 1 in (5.2), the fibre of rp!K is just S3(K, l/l), punctured on the knot A", and the characteristic homeomorphism is equal to the identity off a neighbourhood of K. In fact, using the proof of (5.1) one can show that the characteristic homeomorphism is isotopic to the identity on S3(AT, 1//) by an isotopy which rotates K on itself / times. From this it is not difficult to prove the following result, which will be used in §7. Here i, corresponds to a meridian of K, t2 to a meridian of J, and the last homomorphism sends tx to t, t2to t~m.
Then the fibre ofrmagkK is punc(A^), and off a neighbourhood of the lift of K the characteristic homeomorphism and the canonical covering transformation agree.
Proof. We use the notations of (2.7) and of §4. It suffices to identify N with M = KXB2 uß{y X9E3Í X(St¿ S'\p{y) =~m^>).
As in (5.1), the second term is homeomorphic to {yXyEX XgSi\p(y)=~n~ñ} (as sgk is isotopic to g on X). We shall show that {yXyE(X-J) XgSl\p(y)=Th^} is the (unbranched) cover of <x(3V -J) = S3 -(int(A" X D2) u J) defined in the statement of the proposition. Let X = a(X). Consider the following diagram, in which q is projection on the first factor, r is the quotient map and a' is defined by commutativity.
The map aq is a regular cover whose deck group G is Z<id X tr> © Z"<g X id>, where tr: R -» R is translation by l/m; the map 7r,(3V -/) -> G is given by fjHrid X tr, i2K>g X id. Now {y X y E (X -J) Xg Sl\p(y) =my} is obtained by quotienting by the subgroup <g X trm> of G. Thus a' is a regular cover; its deck group is G/(g X tr™> s Zmn<í>, the map G -» ZTO1<í> being id X tri-»/, g X idi-»/~m. This is the cover it was claimed to be. The remainder of the proof is similar to (5.1) and (5.2), and is omitted. □ 6. Deformations of classical knots. In this section we show, using results of Waldhausen, that the group of deformations of a nontrivial knot K in S3 is determined by the group system of A3. Let G be the group of K and choose a peripheral subgroup G3. Define Auta(G) = {a E Aut(G)| a\G3= id}.
Since any two peripheral subgroups are conjugate, this is independent (up to isomorphism) of the choice of G3.
(6.1) Theorem. ^(S3, K) s Aut3G.
Proof. Let X be the exterior of a tubular neighbourhood of K. Take a base-point x0 on dX, and let {G,Gi)^(wl(X,x0),irl(dX,x0)).
Let %(X, dX) be the group of homeomorphisms g: X -» X with g\dX = id, modulo pseudo-isotopy rel 93V. Proof of lemma. This follows from the work of Waldhausen [12] in a similar manner to Corollary 7.5 of [12] . Note that [g] determines g^ uniquely, not just up to inner automorphism, as the base-point is on 93V. We remark that Lemma 6.3 of [12] only works if base-points are taken in the interior. The crucial point is when, having constructed a map f: M -> N inducing a given homomorphism on mx, a boundary component of M is homotoped into dN. If the base-point is on this boundary component, to do this rel base-point requires more than that ft preserve the peripheral structure. In our case this still works because G is sent to itself, not just to a conjugate. The details are left to the reader.
Note that pseudo-isotopy could be replaced by isotopy (or by homotopy).
D
Now Remark 3 of (2.1) shows that the homomorphism %(X, 93V)-» (S3, K) given by extending by the identity is an isomorphism, and the theorem is proved, fj Notice that if /i is a meridian and X a longitude generating G3 = Z © Z, t corresponds to conjugation by ¡i and p to conjugation by X. (It follows from Simon [11] that these are the only inner automorphisms in Aut3G.) If K is not a torus knot, G has trivial centre, so we have proved (6.3) Corollary.
// K is not a torus knot, the subgroup of tf)(S3, K) generated by t and p is isomorphic to Z © Z. □ Let Kp q be the torus knot of type (p, q). For A" = Kpq G has infinite cyclic centre generated by iipq\. Thus we have (6.4) Corollary.
In ty(S3, Kpq), rpqp =1. □
The fact that fipqX is in the centre of ^(Kj,q) is a consequence of the existence of a fibring of ic^ with bundle group Zpq. (An excellent description of this fibring for the trefoil k23 may be found in [15] .) Corollary 6.4 may be derived directly from this as follows. The fibring gives rise to an S'-action on S3 -Kpq. Define an isotopy of (S3, npq) by using the S '-action outside a tubular neighbourhood of Kpq, holding fixed a smaller tube, and filling in suitably on the intervening collar. The endpoint of this isotopy represents rpqp, which is thus trivial.
In fact, using the presentation G » \a,b: ap = bq\ of the group of npq and taking G3= (ap, bras} (pr + qs = 1), it is not hard to show that Aut3G is generated by conjugation by ju. = bras, and so to deduce (6.5) Corollary.
^(S3, Kpq) s Z, generated by t. □ 7. Knots with infinite bundle group. In the last section we saw that deformations of the type considered in Theorem 2.4 and distinct from w-twisting do exist. It is conceivable that these might give rise only to knots obtainable by twist-spinning; in this section we show that this is not the case. The method is to determine which powers of a meridian lie in the centre of a knot group, and was suggested by [7] . Groups of this form are called triangle groups, and have been extensively studied; see e.g. Milnor [9] . Now, from Figure 3 we see that a meridian of A, maps to the curve in 53(k23, -l/i) depicted in Figure 4 . Recalling that the presentation <a, b: a2 = b3) comes from the decomposition of S3 into two solid tori with k23 on their common boundary ( Figure 5) , we see that the curve of Figure 4 represents Z»a"'¿»~'a in H¡. Hence c(rpA,) is the order of the element d= ba-lb~la = bac of 2,.. Proof. According to Milnor [9] , 2 can be represented as the group of isometries of the hyperbolic plane P generated by rotations through m, 2tr/3 and 2ir/r about the vertices A, B, C of a triangle with angles it/2, tt/2> and •n/r. Reflecting the triangle ABC in its sides generates a tesselation of P invariant under 2. A fragment of this tesselation is represented in Figure 6 . The effect of d on a typical triangle T is shown in Figure 6 . It follows that d takes the points C ~, C, D to C, C +, D +, respectively. Suppose d has nonzero order. Then it is a rotation aboutsojne point E, say, of P. Now E must lie on the bisector^C^produced, of C~CC + , and also on C+D+ produced. Since "C+CI5 = CC+D* = 3-ir/r, the triangle CC +Ehas area m -(3m/r + 3-n/r + CEC^) < <it(1 -6/r).
But CC +E contains the union of the triangles CC +D + and C +CD (shaded in Figure 6 ), which has area 6tt(1 -(1/2 + 1/3 + 1/r)) = tt(1 -6/r).
This contradiction establishes the lemma. □
